
THE NEW LAITY 

 

 

The final poem is praise, but this is the first 

 transmission, an emergency test 

of audience participation in light of recent 

 unforeseeable events. 

In a series of yes or no questions 

 we will ask you to refresh 

your annual commitment: can you keep quiet a century 

 this austere, this long bereft  

a feast-  

  

one arbitrary, full-hearted query: can you do this 

 in memory of me? The radio rests 

but your neighbourhood remains  

 a moment longer ringing, property  

outperforming silence, whose articulation  

 and attack need practice 

to appreciate, hands immersed in soil  

 up to your wedding  

band, to introduce to all below the things with which 

 you feel. This is the seminal  

trespass, in which the slow eyes of the witness  

meet the quick eyes of the reader  

and for an instant the pattern is complete 

but not foreclosed. 

The earth tenders her apprentice.  

Listen to her knowledge 
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 going up, the  

fraternitas  

 cordoned off, gauging  

each depression with a fingernail, forcing 

every germ into the vacant  

 

 big? Or would you dig 

a single plot, and pour them in, because 

 you find it beautiful 

that creatures couple up to live? The plant betrays 

 no atom of a self save 

friable tilth, analogies for wealth you cannot speak so  

secrete away, now a skill 

you know by the way the patterns lace and purl who blew 

the glass you see them through.
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DOMUS 

 

 

Set aside the volumes you require 

to scan the estate, to appreciate entire  

glossaries of precious names  

servants whispered to frame repose. 

 

The schematic of the place, inscrutable 

unless you know the plans incorporate 

discordant thumbprints on the stone 

the blood of builders rusticated red.   

 

That binding the arbour to its labour  

 

weather to buckle at the least prompting. 

 

Flow here is no mere aggregate of rooms 

and a cave-like intimacy attends even 

the colonnade, as if the Stoa emptied 

its scholars into dank confessional booths. 

 

The first great principle imposed  

upon the occupant commands you  

enter the atrium the way you exit a tomb. 

 

The graduated heights of the office  

strike the enterer as affected, and yet 

you trail your pads along the shelves 

trying to detect whose spines he broke. 
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A misassembled library can spoil 

the sale of a house, you remember  

a realtor screaming from the bottom of a well. 

We encourage you to remove anything 

patristic; nothing should alert the dweller 

to outdoor smells of peppery ethnic cuisine.  

 

A good fire starving in the heart 

of the masonry, you feed yourself  

forgetfully, riding the passageway closer 

to ancient furniture than your hosts allow. 
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PIETRY 

 

 

We deserve your boredom, 

have wandered in and out of rage 

like traders mapping an epic hedge. 

This innocence award 

 

the peanuts of your patronage 

that crumb the margins of a page  

fortified against the Pentecost. 
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LE LORIOT 

 

 

the covert provenance 

of each keyed motive 

 

archives herself in loud 

improvident plumage 

 

 

more knowingly slowing  

 

theology down 

like a starved wind with 

 

every concord conquered  

even as its promised  

 

calmness lizards into  

other forms of human  

 

perseverance 

homophonous preserve  

 

of fidelity  

radically lived 


